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NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILWAY.

By R. F. C niac kk. M. Can. Soe. C.E.

The Act of Parliament, authorizing the construction by P<efF'\ 
mission, of the Eastern Division of the National Tran scon tliienUfc» 

Railway, provides for a location from Its eastern terminus (Mono- 
ton I through the central part of the Province of New Brunswick, 
and through the Province of Quebec by the shortest available route 
to the city of Quebec. At the time of the Inception of the Inter
colonial Railway the Province of New Brunswick had been thor
oughly explored before the final location was adopted, and the con
troversy of the routes has been fought out over both these great 
public undertakings. Three routes were located for the Intercolon 
lal Railway, known at that time as the Frontier, the Central, and 
the Bale des Chaleurs routes, and of these, on the recommendation 
of the Chief Engineer, and owing to Imperial considerations, since 
a subsidy aid had been granted by the Home Government, the Bale 
des Chaleurs route was adopted.

The Engineers of the Transcontinental Railway had located two 
lines, one known as ^he River route, following the St. John River, 

north from Fredericton, and the other the Central route; the latter 
was adopted as fulfilling more closely the provisions of the Act. 
That a line of railway has now been constructed along this route 
having a ruling point four compensated grade, with a maximum 
curvature of six degrees, Is owing In a large measure to the ad 
vance In modern bridge and high viaduct construction. The Alley 

of the Little Salmon River. 185 miles from Moncton, presented one 
of the obstacles to be overcome, as the grade development showed 
a crossing over 4,000 feet long, with a height of 200 feet above the
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water line. The deaerlptlon of the design and eonatruction of till» 
vladuet the writer h8s undertaken to present I11 thin paper.

The line apprnaehea the went end of the hlrueture with a six 
degree curve through a rock cutting and crosses on a tangent 
bearing N. 10°- 27' W.. the grade rising it.40 ft. per hundred. The 
layout consists of twenty four towers r>8' 9" centers and twenty five 
Intermediate spans IDO' It" c. to c„ the end spans being 100' I0J" center 
of lient to outer end of steel; all the tower spans are alike and also 
the Intermediate s|ians. except that the masonry ends are extended to 
give the required hearing. The towers and bracing are made alike 
as much as possible, necessitating one set of templates only for the 
s|ians and parts of towers which duplicate each other. A Through 
girder system of construction was adopted, the girders being spaced 
17' 6" c. to c.. while the floor beams with gussets were spaced 14 ft 
c. to c.. along the plate girders. The east end span Is on a spiral 
to a t! degree curve and In consequence the girders are deflected 
at this abutment I' It” off the tangent to the structure produced. 
There were several reasons which led to the adoption of a Through 
girder system. In high trestle construction where the use of false
work Is out of the question, the most economical layout Is that of an 
Intermediate span as long as could he handled with a well designed 
traveller working front grade, so ns to reduce the number of high 
towers, their pedestals and foundations. Spans of 60 ft. with 40 
ft. lowers are generally employed where deck girders are used, 
spaced !l ft. c. to c., and bridge ties resting on the top flanges. Ow
ing to the Through girder system having a spacing of girders 17’ 
6" c. to <•., spans of 100 ft. are handled, since the bearings of the 
traveller rest on the flanges, thus giving that much more base to 
brace the traveller In handling loads. The stability of the erection 
outfit Is amply provided for so that In this case girders weighing 
110 tops were placed 111 position. It certainly gives a feeling of 
safety to see from the car window the flanges of a heavy steel 
girder, and that this Is not altogether sentiment Is shown by the 
fact that Instances of derailment are recorded. In which the car 
held to the roadway by the lateral resisting power of these girders.

Subulrurlure.— The approach at the east end being through a 
rock rutting. In order to avoid building the steel work on a curve, 
and also to utilize the material In the cutting without waste, an 
abutment of reinforced concrete placed on top of the rock fill was 
decided on. A burled pier built front the original surface at this 
point would have lieen over 100 ft, high, difficult to design and 
build, and very costly. Tills was avoided by the use of a bank 
abutment. The concrete was reinforced to prevent danger of cracks 
from settlement In the bank, and In order to give time for the bank 
to settle, the-ends of the girders were temporarily supported by a
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Fig. 3.

100 ft. girder ready to plare 
Krertlon struts In position.
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cVlb-work of square Umber, before bn I Id In* the |iermaneiil abut 

ment.
In the design of the |iedestais and west abutment, borings and 

test pits were first made to determine the diameter of the soil. 
This proved to tie of vompart sand, gravel and hard pan, so that 
no tilling was required, the footings being designed to distribute 
the load at a pressure of from 2.5 to I tons per square foot. The 
four | led estais near the water line at the banks of the river were 
built with curved rut waters, the axis of piers being parallel to the 
direction of the1 current, forming suitable Icebreakers. The anchor 
bolts for pedestals consisted of two rods, two Inches In diameter, 
I he lengths varying according to the up lift to be resisted. These 
rods were anchored at the bottom by spacers of 10" channels and 
washers, the concrete being built around them. In order to give 
room for a little variation In their position, uenlcal forms were set 
around each bolt, a lip being left at the top extending beyond the 
lease plate of column through which these voids were filled with 
grout after the steel was erected. The west abutment or burled pier 
was about 40 ft. In height above the footing course, and In order 
to reduce the pressure on the soli and allow the embankment to run 
through and surround it. an arched void was left In a longitudinal 
direction. No difficulty w as experienced In building to I Ills design 
ftetalls of pedestals and abutments are shown on Plate No. 2.

In laying out the work no triangulation was required and an 
ordinary steel ta|ie was used, the writer's experience being that, as 
provision Is made In the girders for expansion, a slight variation In 
tile position of the anc hor bolts Is iiermleslble. providing the exten
sion slots are made longer than the theoretical length requires. 
The chief difficulty consists In maintaining the anchors In a vertical 
position and protecting them from rough usage from swinging 
buckets of concrete and other causes.

t’cirn refe. The materials used In the concrete were International 
Portland Cement, manufactured In Hull. Que., at present by the 
Canada Cement Company. The sand and gravel were obtained on 
the bank of I he river near the bridge site. In this locality good 
sand Is very difficult to obtain and. after a lest of sand front several 
lilts, the local material was selected, the sieve test showing after the 
gravel was screened out:
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After I waling the filler residue with a 20'( solullon of sulphttrlr 
arid, li was found to contain 6r; of soluble matter, which was 
eliminated by thorough washing, and a mixture of one part cement, 
two parts sand, and four parts of gravel, varying from the size of a 
pea to :i Inches was obtained. As the sand was not of the best quality, 
the use of 1-2-4 mixture was ordered In shafts of pedestals, since they 
have to sustain a high concentrated load on a comparatively small 
volume of concrete. The concrete used In the buried pier and foun 
dations was a l-il-ii mixture. In obtaining a proper facing mixture 
the coarser material was kept away from the forms by the use of per
forated spades, pushed down and drawn back while the mixture was 
still plastic. This method was found more satisfactory than that of 
attempting to bond a facing mixture into the body as required in 
some specifications.

I'rmi ni. The follow ing description of the method adopted for 
sampling and testing the cement used on all structures under con
struction on the Transcontinental Hallway may he of Interest.

The cement specifications are standard and the governing tests 
are for fineness, specific gravity, soundness, time of setting, and 
tensile strength. The cement shall not acquire its initial set in less 
titan I.Ï minutes and must have acquired its final set within 10 
hours, tlie briquettes being kept in a damp closet for 24 hours and 
afteiwards immersed in water until time o'," breaking.

Samplinii.- It is the writer's practice on receiving notice that a 
consignment of cement is to he stripped to a contractor to send an 
inspector to the mills to draw samples from the hags as they are 
being loaded into the ears; one hag in forty is sampled, both doors 
of ihe car sealed with the X.T.K. lead seal and the sample cases for
warded to the cement testing laboratory in Ottawa, In charge of a 
Chief Cement Inspector attached to the Bridge Engineers Office 
Tlie seal being intact on arriving at the bridge site is a notice to 
tile field inspector that the ear lias been sampled by the Bridge 
Department. The preliminary tests for soundness are made at once, 
tile mills are notified to hold the cars if these results appear doubt
ful. and the final record covering the full 28 days tests Is generally 
completed and the contractor advised of the acceptance soon after 
the cars are on the work. In mills where the records have been 
continuously good, the contractor has been permitted to use the 
cement on completion of the seven days test. In some cases where 
work would be held tqi for want of ears. Imt always at the con 
tractor's risk and subject to the twenty eight days tests; in no case 
w here this has been allowed lias the result proved a mistake in jttdg 
ment. A cement sampling record slip is enclosed in the sealed 
sample ease giving all information as to shipment. Copies of the 
final test record are furnished to the District Engineer as well as 
to the mills for comparison with the manufacturer's tests, and the

A



records are compiled 111 loose leaf books for future reference. By 
means of these records and a system of reports from the field In
spectors rff the arrival of cars, it is an easy matter to trace any car 
and identify Its contents after being piled In the cement-storage 
house at the bridge site.

Draiffn. The Dominion Government specifications were strictly 
adhered to In the proportioning of the members. Tin- compression 
members were figured for the pin ended formula of these specifics 
lions. In the tension ntemliers of the towers a limiting length of
2d0 1 was used to avoid sagging of members, to make them

r
capable of resisting compression and to give Initial stiffness. Atten
tion is called to the use of bulb angles in the sway\)rai ing of towers.
( Plate No. 4|. w hich make a very stiff and economical section and 
avoid breakages in shipment, the great fault in box laced section 
of light angles. Traction and wind were figures as called for in the 
specifications.

Tile posts viewed from the stress sheets do not appear to be 
economical because of their relatively small ratlins of gyration when 
compared with a built up channel section; but the saving in weight 
of details and simplicity in shop work fully compensates for the 
extra main material. In the light of column tests it is reasonable to 
expect that the reduction in unit stresses for the increase of radii 
length would not be justified by practical tests. The metal is used 
mostly in directly resisting tlie primary stresses, as very little is 
required for secondary purposes (viz., lattice Ale plates, etc.), and In 
litis way a stronger column is obtained. The section used has also 
the advantage of continuous webs in each direction, which are great 
I y superior to the easily lient lattice bars, and moreover the interior 
of the column is much more accessible to the paint brush for shop 
and field coats. The section Is symmetrical on both axes, having 
therefore its center of gravity in the center of the section, and no 
eccentric loading Is induced from the girders. The small amount 
of redundant metal means uniformity of stress in-the columns, and 
simplicity in the make up will decrease the cost of maintenance.

Tinilrrs. In calling for tenders for the steel work our usual 
practice was followed of furnishing bridge companies with a general 
design and details of girders and towers, together with a printed 
form of tender in which was filled in the estimated weights of steel, 
and number of feet B. M. of timlier in the floor. With tills system 
all bridge companies bid on the same basis, and are not required to 
make a single drawing to submit with tenders, lint merely to fill 
In the unit prices for steel and timber erected in place, and to carry 
out the amounts on the estimated quantities furnished, viz., 
steel 14.000.000 lbs. timber u20,300 ft. B. M. After the tender is 
awarded the bridge company submit stress sheets and details for ap 
proval before ordering the material from the mills.



f'lnni Tin* rails wi-p dip'll.' supported l>> s" x 12” x II’ 
bridge i ivs list im> mi i ! i* • <ivl si ringers « * \ • r> fourth t i* ■ being 1 ♦» 
ft. long in support i hr plank I'dot wa> plan'd outside 11n* guard t imher 
for ill*' ron \ mil n« •• and sat* ty of i In seel ion mon. An outsido 
g natal i imher s” \ n” dapp« d I” out i ho lios. whioh won* spared 
four inrlios apart in iIn- • Irai. tin f i*were secured to iho siringers 
hy hook holts, and lhr guard timhrrs htdlod through thr lit* with 
on** lad* in « \my jointh lii A <tro! guard rail tin Ihs lu tho yard 
will hr pla«'tl insidr tIn- gaugo lino, and right inches therefrom in 
i hr clear. i ln>« guard rails i dining tngn Ivr at t ho rotilor of tin* 
Hark dtio rail Imigili beyond i In nul of the hridgo and bring pro 
irrinl by a oast sir. I point fining tin* rail soot ion and spikod to the 
road hod Mrs.

Un linn. Aitual orootion began duly 27th. I'.MU; t ho stool was 
all assembl'd and Iasi span swung Kebruary M h I !* I I. and all rivet 
ing and painiing tully loniploird hy August I'.Mli. lull. Matorial was 
unload'd at a siding at t In w .si mid and iiandh'd hy a two hoom 
derrick < ar in iIn• storing yartl. A light lormnot i\ <* standard gauge 
with lurry • ar- handl'd tin mniminI from tin* storage yard to end of 
strrl. Thr.piain feature of i hr 'Tn ijnii out 'it was t hr ::u ton two 
honni «Int ion <!' or it k. i ra\ riling mi tljr top flangrs of t hr girders. 
i In* t links of thr iraullor running on II '• lh « ratir rail, the hast* 
of which n sird mi litnhrr irni"orarily sn ur. tl to thr girder flanges. 
This derrick was self propelling h> means of a chain and sprocket 
rotiiio't ing the trucks with the .pm ing engine, whioii consisted of 
two lu" x 12" cylinders two drum 1 spool hoist. The I I .V 0" 
hootns wt'i'r hox sc iion composed of I ::«*>” x \” well plates at center 
so« iion and tailoring at ihr nul. < mmoi tr-| w ith four d.\ x A x * 
angles. This soi tion was found to weigh actually less than a latticed 
section and t hr combined unit stps-cs from compression and bend
ing w « iv \»*r> much p dm ni 'rin* writer was told that the men 
working on tie trawlin'. and asscmhling. were wry nitlipsias!i< 
out the rase with wlihli lin* Idg mai him* handled its work. The 
w ind at tin dn k <>i thr trestle was wry strong, ami was generally 
blowing at tight angles to the bridge hut the work was practically 
newr held up on account of too much wind. The use of the erection 
struts i> slue* u in the dra wipe, i iMate |u •. and photo era nil. i Kig. 2 i ; 
niter a »o\ ami it- eird. p W"ir assrinhled thr rreetion struts 
'•••>•* p Pined and icd avaiu to -* iif. n the first hnit of the next
.ov r until it too wa< ........ .i.d and self sustaining. The hook
holts temporarily • m*m < t ine the mids of three struts with thr 
columns proved \ n v rflh i.-nt.

Another important feature was the us. of riveting bridges for 
eon veil inter and safety of the mm in assembling, riveting, and 
pain' inc. lùom a :* • 11 i : 11 drawing of rl.se bridges, i IMate No. C. t 
and from t In photographs, i l*'ig<. h 7. and m I lie mn hod of hand-
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Fig. 7.

Method of raising ami moving riveting gollerii
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Fig. 8.
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Riveting gallery In position at top of lower.
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Hai inn last girder span
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Fig. 9.

View of erection.



lins them will he |>lai 111 y seen. They were carried along the toil 
of tile trestle by I lie two boom yard derrick car, and after being 
secured to tile top linages of girders by hooks, t lie cages were lowered 
or raised by hand, as minimi, the free end of the tackles being on 
tlie platform, so that the riveters could slack away themselves.

The erection staff varied from tin to SO men, of which lint tj 
were employed on the big traveller, 1 sub foreman and 1 I men were 
used to asst t he st eel work, and I lie rest formed from two to six
gangs ol riveters, also crew for derrick car used for unloading 
material in yard, and delivering same to traveller, and driver for 
light locomotive. The riveting gangs averaged ::o2 rivets per day of 
10 hours per gang, a rate which would probably have been reduced 
by fid', if ordinary staging had been used, instead of the riveting 
cages.

The table showing progress of erection, t Kig. Ill, indicates rather 
remarkable time, t onsidering the force employed. A pair of loo ft. 
girders have been swung and bolted in their final position in ::: 
minutes, and Hour beams and stringers assembled in half a day.

Vaintimj. One coat of Sherwin-Williams lilack Metalaslic paint 
was used in I he shop, witli a coat on each contact surface before 
assembling. Two field coats were applied, the first Metalaslic 
brown, and the final coat Acheson Graphite. Itivet heads and shop 
marks were touched up before applying I he field coats. The use of 
a different shade for tile tits! field coat was a great help to the in
spector, to enable him to see that the several coverings were 
properly applied.

/iispcrtton. The inspection of this work covers mill, shop, and 
erection inspection, all in accordance with the Dominion Govern
ment specifications of I tins. The bridge company, on being advised 
of the name of the inspection company, who are to do the in 
sped ion, are reipiired to furnish them in triplicate with copies of 
all mil) orders; one copy is furnished the bridge engineer, and one 
copy is sent to the inspection company's representative at the mills 
where tlie material is to lie rolled.

The inspector then makes arrangements to lie present at the 
rolling of tlie material which is being furnished on these orders, 
making complete surface inspection of every piece, measuring it for 
width and for length, and gangyig the thickness. Specimens are 
then selected from the material so inspected by the representative 
of tlie inspection company, taken from each heat of steel which has 
been rolled into tlie material furnished on his particular order. 
These test pieces so selected are then forwarded to the machine 
Shop to lie properly prepared, that is to sav, machined on both 
edges and straightened true. The test pieces so prepared are then 
sent to the testing laboratory at the mills, where t lie same 
are measured and broken in the testing machine, in the presence of
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the inspector. Tin* results of this test piece have to conform with 
the requirements of the specifications, that is to say, the tensile 
strength has to he within the limits, also the elongation and re
duction of area of the steel. The inspection company, in addition 
to witnessing the pulling of these test pieces previously selected by 
their representative, also secures from the rolling mills a certificate 
of t lie chemical analysis which may be found in the steel so tested, 

t Frequently the inspector requires drillings to be taken from the test 
pieces at the mills, so as to check up the accuracy of the reports 
presented to him by the rolling mill company. Test pieces and 
material which they represent are identified by melt numbers.

As soon as surface inspection of the material has been made, and 
the tests have proved satisfactory, the inspector then undertakes to 
see that the material is properly loaded in the cars ready for ship
ment to the bridge1 works. Full descriptive reports are then made 
out by the inspection company, showing the number of pieces and 
the size* and length of each piece so shipped from the1 steel works, 
together with the results of tests. These reports are then sent for
ward to the bridge engineer.

Shop Inspection. As soon as the material has been received at 
the bridge works, the same is then unloaded, and when work is 
ready to commence, the various pieces of material which go to make 
up a full sized member are brought into the shop. The representa
tive of the inspection company is present to see the laying off of the 
material, the first step in the preparation for punching. The 
punching is then witnessed by the inspector to see that punches and 
dies of the correct size are used, as required by the Dominion 
Government specifications. The inspector then further sees that the 
material, as soon as it is punched, is properly assembled, and that 
a sufficient number of bolts are used, so as to insure perfect fit and 
matching of all holes, prior to the same being riveted. The process 
of riveting is also supervised ; and. lastly, the finished member is 
checked over to set1 that the measurements and clearances are cor
rect, and that construction is in full accordance with the shop 
drawings submitted by the bridge company and approved by the 
bridge engineer.

The painting, which is also a very important part of the work, is 
tclosely supervised, to see that the temperature in which the 
material is painted is suitable for such painting, also that the 
material so painted is stored under cover until such paint has 
become thoroughly dry.

After all these several stages of construction have been -witnessed, 
and also the final checking up of material, full detail reports are 
then made out showing what material has been constructed during 
the week, also what other material is under course of construction, 
and what material has been shipped, also commenting on any



errors that may have been discovered and how the same have been 
remedied, with a report in addition as to what future progress 
would be expected.

Inasmuch as this material has been purchased on *i pound price, 
the inspection company has special representatives at each of the 
bridge plants estimating the weights of all material entering into 
the various bridge members, so as to check up against the actual 
weights furnished by the bridge company. If the actual weights are 
in excess of 2' ,, as allowed by the Dominion Government specifi
cations, such weigly is cut down to the estimated weight, made up 
by the inspection company, based on an allowance of 2',.

Inspection of Hi’ection. As soon as the bridge companies have 
made shipment of their first car-load of material, and the erection 
gang of the bridge company has arrived at the bridge site, on the 
order of the bridge engineer, an inspector is immediately despatched 
by the inspection company to such site. He supervises the erection 
of the entire structure from start to finish, seeing that the same is 
carried out in strict accordance with the requirements of the specifi
cations. As the work progresses, the inspector takes tit least thfee 
photographs each week, showing the progress that has been made, 
and also keeps an account of the labour expended in connection 
with the erection of the particular bridge on which he is engaged. 
To show that the photographs are taken weekly, a special sign is 
furnished by the inspection company, on which the name of the 
structure appears, together with the date on which the photograph 
was taken. This is embodied in the photograph. Weekly reports 
are furnished by the inspector, and the bridge engineer is kept 
advised as to all movement or delays that might occur at the 
erection site in connection with such structure. On completion of 
the bridge, the inspection company then reports that the work has 
been carried on to the satisfaction of their inspector, and such re
port is forwarded to the bridge engineer, who. himself, or his re
presentative. then makes final inspection of such bridge structure, 
after which payments for the completed work are made. In all the 
various departments of inspection at the mills, at the bridge shops, 
and on erection, only men who haW had long experience and train 
ing in that particular class of work are engaged.

Throughout all the various courses of construction a private 
stamp is used, bearing the trade-mark of the* inspection company, 
together with it number representing the inspector who has used this 
particular stamp. This serves as a means of identification, so that 
the inspector at the shop, and also at the field may see that the 
material has been inspected and accepted. Hy this means if any 
faulty or defective workmanship should show itself, the inspector 
who passed this particular piece of work can be easily located by the 
number which he carried affixed to his stamp.
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Cost and Hsti mates.- In tin* final estimates tin* actual amounts 
and cost under the several items are:

Snbst rin t im :

hi. yds. 1 -2-1 (’oncrete rn $ 1.oo
11 ,uo

Excavation rn l.oo
2. .'»«i

Supt i si met in <

Steel i::.!iui.::iu n«. at i.os < ts.-=$»;:, i.7'.*:;.::i 
Timber MS.oti ft. KM. l.Oo <ts.~ 2::.s2h.8!i

V
$678,622. 2o

Progress estimates were paid monthly on the superstpicture 
according to tin- following basis:

I'nit. Rate.
. loo lbs. $ 1 .fis 
XI. RM. Ifi. on

Steel ................
Timber in floor

Schedule for monthly estimates.

I'nit. Rate
loo n>s. $2.00

1 oo
Steel provided

manufactured. . 
delivered at site 40

08
lf>
15

assembled
riveted.................................*.............
painted and fully completed

$ 1. f>8 
MR. XI. $10.00 

fi.OO
Timber delivered

framed and placed

$46.00

This basis of payment was considered a fair and equitable distri
bution of cost throughout the different stages of manufacture It 
is the result of experience on many bridges previously built by this 
and other bridge companies on the described method of working 
and specifications, and the writer believes may fairly be used in 
other similar cases, as proportionate cost data
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The work was carried out under the general direction of the 
writer from the Bridge Engineer's Office in Ottawa, Mr. W. A. 
Duff, Assistant Bridge Engineer, having charge of the general 
design and details. The Dominion Bridge Vo.. Limited. Montreal, 
were the contractors for the steel, which was efficiently carried out, 
Mr. F. P. Shearwood, C.E.. having charge of the design for the bridge 
company.

The design and layout for the erection and the traveller were 
made under the direction of Mr. James Finley, superintendent of 
erection, who was responsible for the successful carrying out of the 
erection; also Mr. E. W. Nichols, foreman on erection.

The mill, shop, and erection inspection was satisfactorily carried 
out by the Canadian Inspec tion Company. Limited, Montreal.

The sub-structure was completed by Messrs. Powers & Brewer, 
sub-contractors under Willard Kitchen Co. The construction and 
laying out of this part of the work was performed under the direction 
of Mr. C. O. Foss, District Engineer. Although the work was 
prosecuted in till seasons of the year there has been no accident or 
c asualty of any kind.
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